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ACT I:

GHERKIN - MORNING1

Plunging into the heart of The City we’re amongst hundreds of 
sharp business suits funnelling into the glass entrance of 
the Gherkin. One of these suits is SCANLAN BROWN (42) - he 
looks up at the tower and he’s shit scared.

INT. GHERKIN RECEPTION - MORNING2

Brown steps in to the lavish reception.

MOYNES
--Scanlan Brown?

Brown turns. JEFFREY MOYNES (57) stands behind him. Here’s a 
guy who knows how to wear a suit!

BROWN
Yes... that’s right--

MOYNES
Jeff Moynes, CEO of WorldCred--

BROWN
I... I recognise you from-- 

MOYNES
Don’t be nervous, I make a point of 
greeting staff on their first day. 

OMITTED3

INT. THE GHERKIN. LIFT - MORNING4

Brown and Moynes have the glass lift to themselves.

MOYNES
You know what makes all this 
possible?   Talented people like 
you.

BROWN
Thank you.

MOYNES
I mean it, Scanlan. It’s not often 
that we fast track somebody to this 
level. HR were very impressed. I 
bet your family are proud.
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BROWN
Very. 

MOYNES
That’s good to hear. We’ll get you 
set up for small trades then we’ll 
up your limits. Within six months 
we’ll have you up to the ten 
million bracket.

BROWN
That is fast track.

MOYNES
That’s the type of people we are.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. TRADING FLOOR - DAY5

We’re in the chaos of a huge open plan trading floor. Brown 
is working at a desk. Tapping away at his PC, tweaking 
spreadsheets, moving a grand here, transferring a few hundred 
there. Learning the system. Copy and paste... Copy and 
paste...

Brown has Blu-Tacked a photo of Louise and Jamie to the side 
of his monitor.

He has his mobile phone wedged to his ear with his shoulder.

BROWN
Jamie picked up for nursery yet?

Lifting his head he looks across to Moynes's glass box office 
in the corner of the trading floor. Something catches his 
eye...

INT. THE BROWN FAMILY HOME. KITCHEN - MORNING6

LOUISE BROWN (40) is trying to entertain their crying son 
JAMIE (2) with an iPad. Her mobile is on speakerphone.

LOUISE
He’s running a temperature, what 
cartoon do you want, sweetheart?

BROWN
(on speakerphone)
Is that for me or him?

LOUISE
How’s my financial whizz?

JAMIE
Spongebob!
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BROWN
OK I guess. Settling in. Missing 
you already. Is there nothing more 
educational than Spongebob?

LOUISE
Here you go sweetheart, daddy wants 
you to watch Panorama.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. CEO'S OFFICE - DAY7

Moynes is texting - on an ancient NOKIA BRICK PHONE. 
Finished, he opens his desk drawer and puts the phone half 
in. He grabs the drawer to slam it into the phone. He stops 
himself. 

He looks at the phone for a moment before coming to a 
decision and walks over to the WALL SAFE. He locks the phone 
inside.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. TRADING FLOOR - DAY8

Copy and paste... He’s bored shitless but laughs with Louise.

BROWN
Get a doctor if he’s not well by 
dinnertime.

On screen the cursor arrow twitches. 

LOUISE
(on phone)
He’ll be fine. Just a bug he’s 
picked up from nursery.

Brown grabs the mouse. The arrow moves independently of his 
actions. It moves around the screen of its own accord... 
Windows open and close. Text appears in pop up boxes. Brown 
taps the keyboard (Ctrl, Alt, Delete!). 

BROWN
Whoa!   I’ll call you back, hun.

LOUISE
Is everythi--

Brown hangs up and flips the phone aside.

He clicks the mouse - no reaction. A number appears on the 
screen:

£312,000,000

Then character by character on the screen:

NON-UK TRANSFER AUTHORISED BY... 
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[beat]

SCANLAN BROWN.

BROWN
Holy shit!

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. CEO'S OFFICE - DAY9

Moynes gives a nod across the trading floor to the security 
officers, CHIEF MARSH and OFFICER COPELAND.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. SECURITY STATION - DAY10

Marsh and Copeland head for Brown's desk. CO-WORKERS look up - 
something's wrong.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. TRADING FLOOR - DAY11

On Brown's computer screen a red progress bar shows 20%... 
30%... It's filling up fast!

BROWN
Shit. Shit. Shit!

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. CEO'S OFFICE - DAY12

Moynes shuffles some papers, looking busy. He glances at his 
watch, then at the activity on the floor. He grins.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. TRADING FLOOR - DAY13

Security is closing in. Progress bar: 60%... Brown slides 
down in his chair and wraps the network cable around his foot 
and kicks - wrenching the cable from its socket: 

NETWORK DISCONNECT - TRANSFER ABORTED. 

CHIEF MARSH
I understand we have a problem, 
sir?

BROWN
No. Not at all, I was just--

CHIEF MARSH
I’m going to ask you to come with 
me. Or we can have a scene.

BROWN
The computer. It--
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CHIEF MARSH
A scene it is then.

BROWN
OK, OK... 

Brown is escorted from the trading floor. Craned necks all 
round.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. CEO'S OFFICE - DAY14

Moynes watches as Brown is led from the trading floor.

INT. THE GHERKIN. FRAUD OFFICE INTERVIEW ROOM - NIGHT15

Brown’s new suit is crumpled to hell. His tie hangs loose. He 
sits at a desk in an otherwise empty room.

BROWN
The computer had a fault. Look it’s 
my first day. Mr Moynes will vouch 
for me.

CHIEF MARSH
This is the IT report. Nobody 
tampered with that PC except you.

BROWN
I’m telling you there was--

CHIEF MARSH
The report does say that you 
attempted a £312 million transfer 
to a nonexistent fund.

BROWN
How the hell could I transfer to a 
fund that doesn’t exist?

CHIEF MARSH
That’s an explanation the CPS
looking forward to.

BROWN
I didn’t have access to those 
amounts.

CHIEF MARSH
As if you got the job to carry out 
a fraud?   You just didn’t get out 
of the building fast enough, did 
you?

BROWN
I want a solicitor.
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CHIEF MARSH
After we transfer you.

BROWN
Where?

OMITTED16

OMITTED17

OMITTED18

INT. PRISON INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY19

Scanlan is sat at a table facing a smartly dressed FEMALE 
SOLICITOR. A PRISON GUARD stands at the door.

SOLICITOR
Lets look at your defence. From the 
top...

She spreads some papers on the table. She makes notes as they 
talk.

BROWN
I didn’t apply for the job. I was 
head hunted.

SOLICITOR
You’re that good at what you do?

BROWN
Somebody thought so.

SOLICITOR
You can provide references from 
previous employers?   

BROWN
Yes. WorldCred offered double what 
I was getting.

SOLICITOR
And this was for the same level of 
work?   Nice if you get it.

BROWN
I started yesterday morning, my PC 
went haywire - started processing 
transfers by itself.

SOLICITOR
Itself?
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BROWN
Somebody must have hacked it.

SOLICITOR
Hacking?   I’ll get hold of the 
network records. They’ll 
substantiate your version.

BROWN
I didn’t have access to those 
levels of funds. Moynes - the CEO - 
will back me up.

SOLICITOR
I’m sure he will. We have a good 
solid case here. You could be out 
in a few hours. Sign this.

She slides a document and pen across the table, Brown signs 
it and slides it back.

BROWN
Thank God. How’s Louise and Jamie?

SOLICITOR
I said could be out. Unfortunately 
you’ve just signed this confession.

BROWN
A what?   You made me sign it.

SOLICITOR
But I’ve just witnessed you signing 
it willingly, Mr Brown. CCTV will 
back me up.

BROWN
I’ll retract it.

SOLICITOR
I don’t think so. I’d get used to 
your new home if I were you. 

BROWN
Who the hell are you?

SOLICITOR
The paperwork exists to show that 
you received a fair trial and 
offered this signed confession in 
exchange for a reduced sentence.

BROWN
Who are you?
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SOLICITOR
You could appeal if you do don’t 
want to see your wife and son 
again. Am I clear?

Brown lunges at her, pinning her to the wall--

BROWN
If you touch one hair--

SOLICITOR
Under. Stood?

The Prison Guard pulls him back to his seat. 

BROWN
Moynes is behind this, isn’t he?

SOLICITOR
If you mention Mr Moynes again in 
relation to this we’ll... Well, 
that’s why we’re looking after 
Louise and Jamie. 

Solicitor packs her paperwork and heads for the door.

SOLICITOR (CONT’D)
You’ve torn my suit, Mr Brown. I 
think I’ll add another eighteen 
months.

INT. PRISON CORRIDOR - MORNING20

Brown is on the payphone... it rings... and rings...

INT. THE BROWN FAMILY HOME. KITCHEN - MORNING21

The house is as we last saw it except nobody is there. The 
phone rings... and rings...

A window panel in the back door is smashed. On the kitchen 
table a cartoon plays on an abandoned iPad.

INT. HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT. SECURE EXIT - DAY22

THREE MONTHS LATER

DAVID CROMWELL MP passes through security. He is on his 
smartphone.

CROMWELL
When I tell you I need a collection 
you do it. I need her at the 
Inquiry at 9AM...
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EXT. HEATHROW AIRPORT - DAY23

A car swerves its way through traffic, horns blaring all 
around it. At the wheel is... 

INT. CAR - CONTINUOUS24

...IONA SHREEVES (53). She's on the other end of Cromwell's 
phone call.

SHREEVES
I'll be there - Out of my way!.

CROMWELL
(over phone)

six minutes, Shreeves.

EXT. HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT - DAY25

Cromwell ends the call as he steps out in to a media circus, 
hacks and photographers everywhere. Over the roar:

JOURNALIST #1 
Are you standing, Mr Cromwell?

JOURNALIST #2
Mr Cromwell, Are you the next 
leader of the Labour Party?

Cromwell hushes them. Silence falls. A mischievous smile...

CROMWELL
No comment at this time. 

The roar erupts again!   Cromwell squeezes through the crowd.

CROMWELL (CONT’D)
Thank you for your interest, ladies 
and gents. Maybe later.

INT. HEATHROW. MULTISTORY CAR PARK - DAY26

More horns blaring! - Shreeves's empty car is abandoned, 
blocking the main airport entrance! 

INT. HEATHROW. CONCOURSE - DAY27

Shreeves barefoot, shoes in hand runs past holiday makers. A 
guard approaches her - she flashes a fake Border Agency ID 
card. 

She scans the arrivals board: 

BUENOS AIRES ... ARRIVED
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SHREEVES
Six minutes my arse!

She slips on her shoes.

INT. 747 - DAY28

Shreeves rushes a races up the aisle checking every seat.

On her iPhone is a photo of the Argentine Banker, Maria 
Montez. 

SHREEVES
This woman, she was on the plane?

STEWARDESS shakes her head.

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
Yes or bloody no?

STEWARD
Seat 34-C.

Shreeves races to that seat - she searches but it’s empty.

SHREEVES
You remember her getting off?

STEWARD
I don’t remember any of them. Get 
them on, chuck them off.

INT. AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICE - DAY29

A CCTV OPERATIVE whizzes through footage of passengers 
disembarking from the 747. Shreeves watches the screens.

The last passenger disembarks.

CCTV OPERATIVE
That’s everybody.

SHREEVES
She didn’t vanish over the mid-
Atlantic. Play the recordings 
again.

The OFFICE PHONE rings. OPERATIVE snatches it up.

CCTV OPERACTIVE
Yes? - I understand - She’s here 
with me-- Can I see you ID, ma’am--

He turns, Shreeves is gone.
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EXT. HEATHROW AIRPORT - DAY30

Shreeves races out of the airport, mobile in hand.

SHREEVES
She left Argentina--

CROMWELL
(on phone)

She’s gone. These bastards are 
going to get away again. This is 
your responsibilty. Sort it.

SHREEVES
Sir - she’s gone. I can’t--

CROMWELL
9AM tomorrow. I will not let them 
whitewash this one. Is that 
understood?

SHREEVES
I need source info. You know 
there’s only one person I can get 
that from.

CROMWELL
He won’t talk.

SHREEVES
You’ve not offered him what he 
wants.

[beat]

CROMWELL
Speak to him. But if this goes tits
up it’s your fault. Clear?

OMITTED31

OMITTED32

INT. PRISON VISITOR’S ROOM - DAY33

Shreeves sits alone at a table. A door opens and Brown is 
frogmarched in by the Prison Guard. He slumps into the seat 
opposite Shreeves.

They sit a while. She staring at him. He staring into the 
distance, avoiding eye contact.

SHREEVES
Where I work you’re quite a legend.
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[beat]

BROWN
When I get out I’m coming for the 
lot of you.

SHREEVES
Is that before or after they kill 
your family?

BROWN
If you touch--

SHREEVES
I’m from the other team.

BROWN
How did you know I’m in here then?

SHREEVES
Like I said, a legend. Right now I 
need your help.

BROWN
Guard!   We’re done here!

Shreeves glances at the guard. He stays put.

SHREEVES
An influential finance manager has 
been kidnapped...

Brown stares back to the distance, switching off.

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
...she was going to blow the lid on 
an illegal money transfer of £312 
million. Not your £312 million, 
second attempt. This one succeeded. 
A kidnapped woman and £312 million 
pounds. It’s close to your 
situation don’t you think?. You’re 
implicated whether you know it or 
not.

She slides a blurry CCTV screenshot across the table. 

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
Look at it, Scanlan...

Brown glances across.

It is an image looking down on Louise and Jamie in what 
appears to be a DSS-type hostel kitchen. Louise looks a 
wreck.
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SHREEVES (CONT’D)
It was in a batch of intercepted 
data. Just that one frame.

[beat]

BROWN
When?

SHREEVES
Two months ago.

BROWN
Where--

SHREEVES
--Don’t know. But my missing 
finance manager is probably with 
them. Want to help me?   I need the 
name.

BROWN
What name?

SHREEVES
Who framed you, Scanlan?

He smiles. He gets the joke.

BROWN
That’s it isn’t it. This is to see 
if I’ll talk.

SHREEVES
I told you--

BROWN
--I know - you’re with the nice 
guys.

SHREEVES
We could get you an early release. 
That image is eight weeks old, 
they’re getting further away each 
week you’re in here. Give me the 
name and you’re out in three 
months. In the meantime I’ll find 
my financier with Louise and Jamie 
at the same time. I guarantee it. 
Three months and you get your life 
back.

BROWN
Who’s more powerful - you or them?

SHREEVES
I can’t answ--
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BROWN
Who?

SHREEVES
Honestly?   I don’t know--

BROWN
One hour.

SHREEVES
What’s that?

BROWN
I know what they can do, let’s see 
how good you are. I want out in the 
next hour.

SHREEVES
I need the name first.

BROWN
You get me out, I take you to them. 
Take it or leave it. 

EXT. ENGLISH CHANNEL - DAY34

A huge fuck off storm, rain lashing down, visibility low. Two 
COAST GUARD HELICOPTERS fight through.

INT. COAST GUARD HELICOPTER. MAIN HULL - DAY35

The rotor noise is deafening. THREE COAST GUARDS climb in to 
waterproof jumpsuits clasping their harnesses onto 
overhanging ropes. Through the frantic activity CHIEF COAST 
GUARD stares into the cockpit.

CHIEF COAST GUARD
(Yelling)

I don’t like the look of the guy in 
the suit

INT. COAST GUARD HELICOPTER. COCKPIT - DAY36

Wedged behind the PILOT’S seat - hidden in shadow - is a man 
in a crumpled suit, let’s call him THE AMPUTEE. His eyes 
pierce through the windscreen looking, scanning, hunting--

THE AMPUTEE
There!   Forty degrees!

The Amputee grabs a jumpsuit from a rack and steps back in to 
the hull.
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EXT. ENGLISH CHANNEL - DAY37

The helicopter circles an OIL TANKER.

EXT. DECK OF TANKER - DAY38

Ropes drop from the helicopters through the monsoon to the 
deck of the tanker. Coast Guards abseil down the ropes 
drawing their side arms as they hit the deck.

CHIEF COAST GUARD
Sweep and secure the cargo areas - 
GO!

The Amputee expertly absails to the deck.

THE AMPUTEE
Delay that. All personnel secure 
the bridge.

All the coast guards look to their chief.

CHIEF COAST GUARD
Storage areas. GO.

The Amputee reaches in to his jumpsuit pulling out a folded 
letter which jabs on to the Chief’s chest. The Chief reads 
the letter - this fucks him off...

CHIEF COAST GUARD (CONT’D)
...The bridge it is. Go. Secure the 
damned bridge.

The Coast Guards race towards the bridge.

The Chief turns to confront the Amputee who has already 
limped off towards the bridge, vanishing into the rain.

INT. BRIDGE OF TANKER - DAY39

Coast Guards burst in - sweeping the area with their 
sidearms. It is deserted.

CHIEF COAST GUARD
Where the hell is everyone?

The Amputee enters - keeping his back to everyone - walks to 
the ship’s navigation system. Screens flicker with data and 
coordinates - three words jump out: 

AUTO NAV - LOCKED.

The Amputee pulls another folded sheet of paper from his 
jumpsuit and unfolds it.
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CHIEF COAST GUARD (CONT’D)
Secure the outer deck.

AMPUTEE
I want your IT expert unlocking 
this system. Now!

CHIEF COAST GUARD
(Into radio)

Higgs, to the bridge ASAP.

AMPUTEE
Chief, follow.

CHIEF COAST GUARD
Yeah?   Where would we be going?

The Amputee points to the unfolded sheet of paper - it is a 
BLUEPRINT of the tanker.

AMPUTEE
Cargo Bay 4. Never question me 
again.

INT. TANKER CORRIDOR - DAY40

The Amputee leads the way, bouncing from wall to wall with 
the sway of the ship. The Chief Coast Guard follows. 

CHIEF COAST GUARD
How the hell did you get authority 
over this?   Where’s the damned 
tanker crew?

AMPUTEE
Secure the corridor.

INT. CARGO BAY 4 - DAY41

The locking wheel on the large bulkhead door spins and the 
huge heavy door swings open. With a clank! The Amputee steps 
in to the huge empty bay. He looks around a wry smile crosses 
his mouth.

Chief Coast Guard jumps through the door.

CHIEF COAST GUARD
The navigation system’s encryp--

He stops in his tracks.

CHIEF COAST GUARD (CONT’D)
Jesus.

(Into radio)
All operatives. Evacuate. Everybody 
off this ship. Now.
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AMPUTEE
Delay that order.

CHIEF COAST GUARD
You stay. I’m calling in the big 
guns.

AMPUTEE
I am the big guns.
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ACT II:

OMITTED42

INT. SHREEVES’S CAR - DAY.43

Shreeves at the wheel pulls the car to an abrupt halt. Brown 
scratches at TWO ANKLE TAGS.

BROWN
I want these off.

SHREEVES
This is where he lives?

Brown grabs a large clear plastic bag filled with his 
personal possessions.

OMITTED44

EXT. WESTMINSTER BRIDGE - DAY45

JACK DEANLIN MP (55, not a smile to be seen) Costa coffee in 
hand, waits staring out along the Thames.

Cromwell approaches him.

CROMWELL
Minister.

DEANLIN
Cromwell. Always good to see you.

CROMWELL
Not mutual. What can I do for you?

DEANLIN
Scanlan Brown should be staring at 
four grey walls.

CROMWELL
I understand his parole request was 
successful.

DEANLIN
Very successful. Forty-five 
minutes, David!   On a bank holiday 
to boot.  

CROMWELL
Unduly concerned about an small 
stocks trader, aren’t we?
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DEANLIN
You should have let that burn 
itself out. 

CROMWELL
I’d rather smoking them out. Enjoy 
your Latte, Minister.

Cromwell heads off towards the Palace of Westminster.

DEANLIN
You’re going to run aren’t you?

Cromwell keeps walking.

Deanlin thinks for a moment. He reaches in to his jacket 
pocket and pulls out an OLD NOKIA BRICK PHONE he drops it 
into the Thames below.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED CEO'S OFFICE - DAY46

MRS BEVAN (Moynes secretary) shows Shreeves into the office.

MRS BEVAN
Iona Shreeves, your three o’clock.

MOYNES
Ms Shreeves, how can I help?

Brown breezes past Mrs Bevan and Shreeves, his hand out 
stretched.

BROWN
Scanlan Brown, you’ll remember me?

MOYNES
Why, em... yes. How are you Brown--

Instinctively he puts his hand out to meet Brown’s--

CRACK!   Brown headbutts the Moynes!   Blood sprays 
everywhere - it’s an gory mess!

SHREEVES
Brown!

Shreeves pins Brown to the wall.

BROWN
You want to save your woman’s life?   
Let me go. He knows what’s going 
on. I’ll get it out of the bastard.

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. TRADING FLOOR - DAY47

Chief Marsh and Officer Copeland run towards Moynes’s office.
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INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED CEO'S OFFICE - DAY48

SHREEVES
You’re not getting anything out of 
anybody. We’re done.

BROWN
Suit yourself. 

[beat]

SHREEVES
Screw this up and I’ll get your 
sentence is trebled.

She releases her hold on hold on him.

BROWN
Get her out.

Shreeves grabs Mrs Bevan and pushes her out of the double 
doors. Marsh and Copeland are only feet away.

Brown puts all his weight behind the large conference table 
and rams it towards the double doors. The tables hits the 
doors slamming them shut as the two security operatives thud 
into them. 

The blood splattered Moynes is frantically trying to dial for 
help on his desk phone. Brown knocks the phone away, grabs 
the Moynes and pins him against the window.

MOYNES
I know you’re angry, but--

BROWN
Open the safe.

MOYNES
If it’s money--

Brown drags him over to the wall safe.

SHREEVES
If this is about money I will cut 
your balls off.

The double doors to the office bounce open a few inches as 
security charge it from outside.

BROWN
Put your weight behind the table.

Brown throws the Moynes at the safe.

BROWN (CONT’D)
Open it. Now.
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MOYNES
There’s nothing of value in there.

BROWN
An original use of a safe. Open it!

Brown grabs the Moynes by his bloody nose and thrusts him 
towards the safe. The Moynes glances towards the double doors 
- there’s no salvation there. Reluctantly he unlocks the 
safe.

There’s an almighty thud from a shoulder charge on the double 
doors - Shreeves is knocked to the floor by the impact.

BROWN (CONT’D)
Keep them shut!

SHREEVES
Aye, Aye!

Shreeves gets to her feet and pushes the table back towards 
the ajar doors, wedging them shut again. Thud!   She is 
knocked back to her feet by another impact.

Brown squeezes the Moynes’s bloody nose.

BROWN
Faster.

Shreeves pushes the table back again. Before she can do so 
there is another thud - the hinges begin to buckle but the 
doors are holding.

The safe swings open. Brown empties it, discarding legal 
papers, scrolls and bundles of cash. Until:

BROWN (CONT’D)
Got it!

MOYNES
You really don’t want that.

Brown grabs pulls the old brick phone from the safe.

BROWN
Now, why would you keep this?

MOYNES
Just take the money.

SHREEVES
You’re joking. A phone?!?

A glass door shatters as a fire extinguisher flies through 
it.

The Moynes makes a grab for the phone sending it flying 
across the office.
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Marsh races through the shattered door, climbing over the 
table.

Both Brown and the Moynes dive for the pieces of the 
shattered phone. Brown grabs the main handset as the Moynes 
wrestles him to the ground. Copeland pulls the two men apart, 
dragging Brown over to where Shreeves is being held by Marsh.

BROWN
Am I growing on you yet?

INT. NEW SCOTLAND YARD. INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY49

Shreeves sits at the interview desk. DCI STOCK - clearly 
relishing the situation - stands over her. 

DCI STOCK
In a hole and still digging, DSI--
My mistake. You’re not on this side 
of the room anymore.

SHREEVES
Don’t get too cocky. I’ll be out in 
an hour.

He flicks through a file.

DCI STOCK
Not made your call?   

SHREEVES
I’d like to call your boyfriend. 
Tell him about the Belfry Hotel 
three years ago.

DCI STOCK
Let’s start with WorldCred 
headquarters two hours ago.

He clicks the record button on the cassette recorder.

DCI STOCK (CONT’D)
Monday fourteenth of June, four 
fifteen PM. Interview of Iona 
Shreeves--

SHREEVES
--the O’Hanlan bust?   Country 
hotel, you remember the one?   
Seven arrests, three officers 
injured. And by coincidence - you. 
Screwing your ex-wife.

Stock hits the stop button.
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DCI STOCK
Don’t threaten me, you worthless 
whistle-blower. 

SHREEVES
So how would your boyfriend enjoy 
some footage of you and your ex?   
Our surveillance was very good. I 
assume your colleagues know about 
him?   Now homophobia’s been 
flushed out of this Met it should 
be a positive experience for you.

WALL PHONE rings.

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
That’ll be my release papers.

OMITTED50

INT. BLACK CAB - DAY51

David Cromwell is already inside as Shreeves enters.

CROMWELL
Drive.

The cab sets off.

CROMWELL (CONT’D)
Where’s my damned banker?   

SHREEVES
Brown knows something about a 
phone, so get him out.

CROMWELL
Don’t give orders to me. Ever. 
Brown excels at getting himself 
behind bars.

SHREEVES
He’s all we’ve got.

CROMWELL
All you’ve got. I’m stuck with you 
as well.

SHREEVES
Get this straight, I’m here to do 
surveillance not kick ass. 

CROMWELL
People don’t vanish mid-flight. 
She’s my key witness against...
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SHREEVES
--against who?   You won’t even 
give me a name.

CROMWELL
There isn’t one.

SHREEVES
Everybody has a name.

CROMWELL
This is the biggest threat to this 
country in a generation. So get 
Brown and find Ms Montez. I need 
her at 9AM or it’s over. Then Brown 
goes back behind bars.

The cab stops. 

SHREEVES
Are you standing?

Cromwell opens the door. They are back at Scotland Yard.

CROMWELL
Find Montez.

INT. NEW SCOTLAND YARD. GENTS TOILETS - DAY52

A wild cry comes from a cubicle:

BROWN
God, yes!   Come on!

Ker-Plop!

The cubicle door bursts open - Brown rushes out. His fingers 
are covered in his own shit.

At a basin he washes the turd from his fingers - a small 
object begins to reveal itself.

INT. NEW SCOTLAND YARD. RECEPTION - CONTINUOUS53

Shreeves paces the foyer as Brown emerges from the gents.

SHREEVES
Take your time.

BROWN
Present for you... 

He drops a stomach acid burned SIM card into her hand.
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SHREEVES
Where’s this from?   It smells 
awful-- you filthy bastard!

EXT. LONDON. LIMEHOUSE BASIN MARINA - DAY54

From high above we can make out the layout of the marina - 
three long jetties side-by-side, each pointing north with 
dozens of boats moored at right angles along them. Halfway 
along the western jetty is Shreeves’s home...

INT. SHREEVES' HOUSEBOAT - CONTINUOUS55

We’re on a wide beamed Dutch barge type boat. Very stylishly 
fitted out - minimal and contemporary - all very John Lewis. 

Sitting by the entrance is a PAIR OF NIKES.

Shreeves (using a tissue) slides the SIM into a reader 
connected to a laptop.

SHREEVES
Moynes will know this is gone by 
now.

BROWN
You don’t become CEO of an 
investment bank by having common 
sense. If he was smart he’d have 
ditched the phone.

Shreeves is engrossed in the laptop...

BROWN (CONT’D)
Why would Moynes keep an ancient 
brick phone in the safe? 

SHREEVES
You knew it was there, how?

On the laptop screen numbers start to decrypt.

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
It’s corrupted. Your bloody guts 
burnt holes in it.

BROWN
Nice gaff by the way.

On the screen the final outcome appears: 

Br-9aD0-n

BROWN (CONT’D)
Worth a ripped sphincter.
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SHREEVES
We’re in trouble. It’s Brigadoon.

INT. HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT. MEMBER'S AREA - DAY 56

Deanlin waits to enter the House. Cromwell queues behind him.

DEANLIN
Your clowns have had a visit to the 
Yard?

CROMWELL
I’m sure I don’t know what you’re 
talking about.

DEANLIN
They’ll get nowhere.

CROMWELL
Care for a wager?   Say £312 
million?   A purely random amount.

Cromwell’s phone rings.

CROMWELL (CONT’D)
Excuse me, minister, I need to take 
this - somebody important. Enjoy 
the debate.

INT. HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT. ALCOVE - DAY57

Cromwell slips into the quiet alcove.

SHREEVES
(on phone)

Bring me up to speed on Brigadoon.

CROMWELL
Brigadoon was shut down.

SHREEVES
Somebody thinks otherwise. Facts 
and location. Now.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. WEST JETTY - DAY58

Shreeves and Brown walk towards the boatyard’s car park. She 
ends her phone call. 

BROWN
Fill me in.

Shreeves stares at him, not sure if she trusts him or not.
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SHREEVES
Brigadoon was a low traffic 
communications channel running on 
the old pager network.

BROWN
Lost me.

SHREEVES
It’s was a secret mobile phone 
network. We used to stumble across 
it during phone surveillance. It 
was very weak, could probably only 
handle a few dozen connections at a 
time.

BROWN
And that helps how?

SHREEVES
It was used at temporary internment 
camps. These places could be 
dismantled and vanish overnight, 
hence Brigadoon.

BROWN
If the phone network is running 
does that mean--

SHREEVES
--the camps are still running?   
I’m going to find out.

BROWN
I bet we’ll find Louise and Jamie--

SHREEVES
--She’s left you, you were in jail, 
she could do better, get over it.

BROWN
And how the hell would you know?

SHREEVES
Because it’s what I’d do. Our only 
goal is finding my missing banker. -
-Down!

Shreeves crouches down behind a moored narrowboat pulling 
Brown with her.

EXT. BOATYARD CAR PARK - DAY59

Chief Marsh and Copeland are checking out Shreeves parked 
car. This time they’re armed.
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They turn and head towards the west jetty.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. WEST JETTY - DAY60

SHREEVES
C’mon, back here.

She grabs Brown and - still unseen by the security ops - 
heads back along the jetty.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. WEST JETTY ENTRANCE - DAY61

Marsh and Copeland holster their guns under their jackets and 
fake a relaxed walk as they proceed along the jetty towards 
Shreeves’s boat.

Marsh has a tablet computer in his hand, on the screen is a 
map of the area and a countdown clock: 

SATELLITE LINK UP IN 03:54... 03:53... 03:52...

EXT. SHREEVE'S HOUSEBOAT. BOW DECK - DAY62

Shreeves and Brown are crouched on the deck, Shreeves locates 
Marsh and Copeland.

BROWN
Take me down a dead end why don’t 
you?

SHREEVES
Shut it - I’m thinking.

BROWN
Hummmph!

Shreeves look to a TARPAULIN rolled up on deck.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. WEST JETTY - DAY63

Marsh and Copeland walk along the jetty, scanning the moored 
boats as they go.

GUARD #1
That’s hers.

They move in on Shreeves’s boat.

EXT. SHREEVES’ HOUSEBOAT - DAY64

Copeland examines the boat, on the front deck something or 
someone is hiding under a tarpaulin. 
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He signals to Marsh who comes over and slips his hand into 
his jacket readying his gun. He nods. Copeland slowly reaches 
over, grips the tarpaulin and--

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. FAR END OF WEST JETTY - DAY65

Shreeves has swapped to her Nikes - she unties a MOORED 
NARROWBOAT. Brown amateurishly keeps watch.

SHREEVES
Head down!

EXT. SHREEVES’ HOUSEBOAT - DAY66

Marsh scans the horizon, Brown’s head ducks out of sight just 
in time.

Copeland throws the tarpaulin to one side to reveal... sacks 
of coal.

Marsh checks his tablet: 

SATELLITE LINK UP IN 02:39...

CHIEF MARSH
Open the boat.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. FAR END OF WEST JETTY - DAY67

Shreeves and Brown push the untied narrowboat from the jetty.

SHREEVES
Get on.

Brown jumps onto the aft deck of the boat. 

Shreeves leaps after him - she slips! - Brown grabs her 
throwing both of them flat on the deck.

Silently the boat glides away from its mooring toward the 
central jetty.

EXT. SHREEVES’ HOUSEBOAT - DAY68

Copeland jemmies open the bow door - an almighty wail as the 
alarm goes off. Marsh sees something - a narrowboat gliding 
across the marina.

He leaps onto the roof of Shreeves’ boat for a clearer view. 
Across the marina his eyes lock with Shreeves’s.

OMITTED69
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OMITTED70

OMITTED71

OMITTED72

OMITTED73

EXT. GLIDING NARROWBOAT. AFT DECK - DAY74

Shreeves ducks down below the roof line.

SHREEVES
They’ve seen us.

She peers towards the bow of the boat... it’s on course for 
the central jetty, but it’s slow - and loosing momentum...

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. WEST JETTY - DAY75

Marsh and Copeland race back along the jetty towards the 
shore.

EXT. GLIDING NARROWBOAT. AFT DECK - DAY76

No longer concerned with stealth, Shreeves and Brown run 
along the roof of the boat towards the bow.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. SHORE - DAY77

Marsh and Copeland race along the shore towards the entrance 
to the central jetty.

In the background, flickering through the gaps between moored 
boats, Shreeves and Brown run along the roof of the gliding 
boat as it gets tantalisingly closer to the central jetty.

EXT. GLIDING NARROWBOAT. AFT DECK - DAY78

The bow comes within a few feet of a cruiser moored on the 
central jetty.

SHREEVES
Jump!

BROWN
No way!

Shreeves leaps onto the bow of the moored cruiser.
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SHREEVES
Jump!

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. SHORE - DAY79

Marsh checks his tablet: 

SATELLITE LINK UP IN 01:15...

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. CENTRAL JETTY - DAY80

Shreeves and Brown scramble on to the jetty. 

BROWN
They’ve seen us!

SHREEVES
Down!

She crosses to the far side of the jetty and begins to untie 
a SECOND MOORED NARROWBOAT that will glide them from the 
central to eastern jetty.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. CENTRAL JETTY ENTRANCE - DAY81

CHIEF MARSH
We’ve got them. Secure the jetty.

Copeland races on to the jetty checking every nook and 
cranny.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. CENTRAL JETTY - DAY82

Shreeves and Brown push the second narrowboat towards the 
east jetty.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. CENTRAL JETTY - CONTINUOUS83

Marsh sees the second boat gliding towards the east jetty.

CHIEF MARSH
Back. That’s their last jetty. 
Secure it!

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. SHORE - DAY84

Copeland races from the central jetty towards the eastern 
one.

In the distance the second narrowboat glides towards the 
eastern jetty.
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EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. CENTRAL JETTY - DAY85

Shreeves and Brown watch the second boat glide away from 
them.

SHREEVES
C’mon!

Still crouching they run along the central jetty towards the 
shore - now following the two security ops!

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. CENTRAL JETTY ENTRANCE - DAY86

Shreeves and Brown skid to a halt. She looks westward towards 
her parked car and sees...

EXT. BOATYARD CAR PARK - DAY87

A THIRD SECURITY OPERATIVE waits by her car.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. CENTRAL JETTY ENTRANCE - DAY88

Shreeves drags Brown off towards the east jetty - still 
following Marsh and Copeland.

BROWN
Are you nuts!?!   That where the 
guys with guns went!

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. EAST JETTY - DAY89

Copeland climbs over moored boats to greet the second 
narrowboat as it glides towards the eastern jetty.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. EAST JETTY ENTRANCE - DAY90

In the distance Marsh and Copeland wait for the second 
narrowboat to hit the jetty.

SHREEVES
Down here--

At the entrance to the jetty is a small, knackered fibreglass 
cabin cruiser. It faces northwards out across the large 
expanse of the main marina towards the Basin Approach Road 
beyond.

They climb on board.
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EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. EAST JETTY - DAY91

The second narrowboat glides into the jetty with a thud. The 
guards leap on board.

COPELAND
It’s empty!

A bleep from Marsh’s tablet: 

SATELLITE LINK UP: ACTIVE

--the map springs to life - overlaid with infrared heat data. 
Marsh checks his own location-- There!-- Two more hot spots 
at the entrance to the jetty. He swings around to see...

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. EAST JETTY ENTRANCE - DAY92

Shreeves and Brown are on the deck of the knackered cabin 
cruiser, pushing it away from it’s moorings. Shreeves looks 
up - they’ve been spotted!

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. EAST JETTY - DAY93

Marsh and Copeland race along the jetty, drawing their guns.

EXT. DECK OF KNACKERED CRUISER - DAY94

The boat glides out in to the marina. It’s clear it won’t 
have a enough momentum to get across the marina.

BROWN
What now?

He turns towards the jetty...

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. EAST JETTY ENTRANCE - DAY95

Marsh and Copeland arrive at the edge of the jetty, mere feet 
from the drifting cruiser. Marsh signals for Copeland to 
holster his gun - they have their prey.

MARSH
Give me the SIM. 

EXT. DECK OF KNACKERED CRUISER - DAY96

Using a CROWBAR, Shreeves smashes the cover off the boat’s 
control box and shorts a few wires.

SHREEVES
Hold on!
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The boat’s engine splutters to life jerking the boat forward. 
Brown is thrown to the deck. A plume of diesel smoke bellows 
from the boat’s exhaust. And they’re moving!

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. EAST JETTY ENTRANCE - DAY97

Copeland leaps from the jetty to the boat. He misses and 
lands in the marina. He’s close enough to grab hold of the 
deck.

Brown grabs the Crowbar and smacks down on Copeland’s
fingers. Marsh falls back into the marina as the boat speeds 
away.

EXT. LIMEHOUSE MARINA. EAST JETTY ENTRANCE98

Marsh checks this tablet.

CHIEF MARSH
I want the basin approach secured.

Copeland races back along the shore towards the car park.

EXT. BASIN APPROACH ROAD - DAY99

A dark coloured RANGE ROVER skids to a halt-- Marsh followed 
by Copeland leaps out and races down the shale embankment 
towards the knackered cabin cruiser that has been run 
aground. Even before he gets to it he knows he is too late.

OMITTED100

EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - NIGHT101

A (stolen) Golf GTI zips past. 

OMITTED102

EXT. MOD TRAINING AREA. ASHDOWN FOREST - NIGHT103

A high, rusting wire fence, topped in razor barbs that go on 
forever. Battered MOD warning signs hang off the fence every 
few yards:

KEEP OUT

DANGER

RISK OF DEATH
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The Golf GTI passes along its length.

BROWN
You said these Brigadoon camps were 
small affairs?

SHREEVES
It’s inside. Pass me my bag.

The car pulls up.

OMITTED104

EXT. MOD TRAINING AREA. ASHDOWN FOREST ENTRANCE - NIGHT105

Floodlights illuminate a hut and sliding gates. An oasis of 
light. 

A SOLDIER steps out and approaches the car, Shreeves lowers 
the window.

SOLDIER
ID Please.

Shreeves offers a fake MOD ID card. The Soldier examines it.

SOLDIER (CONT’D)
Late for a visit, Ms Shreeves?

He looks into the car at Brown.

SOLDIER (CONT’D)
And your ID, sir?

SHREEVES
He’s a technician. I will vouch for 
him.

The Soldier checks out Brown again before re-examining 
Shreeves ID card.

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
We’re here to inspect the camp.

SOLDIER
And what camp would that be, ma’am?

BROWN
Brigadoon.

Shreeves throws Brown a glare - shut your mouth.

SOLDIER
Excuse me?
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SHREEVES
He said--

SOLDIER
I heard what he said, ma’am. But 
you’re late. 

SHREEVES
What’s that, corporal?

SOLDIER
Moved out this morning.

SHREEVES
We’re here to inspect the clean up.

Soldier gives Shreeves her ID back.

SOLDIER
There’s nothing to see, but if you 
need to confirm that, knock 
yourselves out.

EXT. MOD TRAINING AREA. ASHDOWN FOREST. DIRT TRACK - NIGHT106

In darkness the beams of the GTI bounce around as the car 
struggles along a track obviously intended for four-by-fours.

BROWN
Where the hell have you brought me?

INT. STOLEN HATCHBACK - NIGHT107

Shreeves struggles with the steering.

BROWN
One soldier guarding all this?   
There’s nothing here.

SHREEVES
Then what’s that?

The headlights reveal...

EXT. BRIGADOON PERIMETER - NIGHT108

In the middle of the rugged terrain, glowing under the 
headlights stands Brigadoon. An decaying, abandoned English 
village. Stone buildings with collapsed walls, the church 
spire blown to bits by shelling practice - everything 
overgrown with ivy and moss. And around it all two high wire 
fences, one within the other.
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ACT III:

EXT. BRIGADOON - NIGHT109

Brown swings open the large inner gate of the wire fence as 
Shreeves drives through. It’s beautiful and creepy all at 
once. 

BROWN
We’re not going to find anybody 
here and what the hell are these?

He points to RECTANGULAR INDENTATIONS in the mud each 40 foot 
by 8 foot and about 10 inches deep.

EXT. BRIGADOON VILLAGE SQUARE - NIGHT110

Their headlights a distant glow, Shreeves and Brown search 
the square.

BROWN
A waste of time. 

SHREEVES
There must be something.

BROWN
I’ve had enough of you. Do you 
actually know anything that’s going 
on?   We’re off...

He snatches the car keys from her.

SHREEVES
Don’t you dare!

Brown stomps off towards the parked car.

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
Stop!   Or I’ll--

BROWN
--You’ll what? How have you made 
my life any better?   What the hell 
are you going to threaten me with?  

SHREEVES
The second tag on your ankle is an 
explosive charge.

She waves her phone in the air, her thumb hovering over a 
Send button.

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
I’ll blow your foot off!
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Brown stops and looks at the two tags on his ankle. He turns 
to face Shreeves.

BROWN
What the hell have you got me into?   
My only worries were the mortgage 
and finding a good school. Look at 
me!   How has this happened - tell 
me or I’ll throw these keys into 
night and we can both trudge back 
to the gate. I’m guessing your ID 
card won’t stand up to a closer 
look.

SHREEVES
Somebody needs to move £312 million 
to North Korea. They tried three 
months ago and screwed up. They 
needed a fall guy and you fitted 
the profile.

BROWN
I fitted what!?!   Who are these 
people?   All this because I fitted 
someone’s profile?

SHREEVES
They don’t give a toss. They tried 
the short sell again on Friday. 
This time it worked - they got the 
money out. 

BROWN
Who’s got it out?

SHREEVES
They’re political, beyond that I 
don’t know.

BROWN
Really?

SHREEVES
(deep breath)

There’s an network whose purpose is 
to cover things up for powerful 
people. This time they’ve made a 
mistake. They moved the money 
through the Argentine banking 
system but one of their senior 
bankers kept a record.

BROWN
Your missing woman?

SHREEVES
Tomorrow there’s an inquiry taking 
place. 

(MORE)
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If I can get the banker there we 
might be able to trace the transfer 
and bring these people down.

BROWN
The woman’s dead then.

SHREEVES
No. She’s a prisoner.

BROWN
Then where?

Shreeves points to the ground. Brown looks around to see that 
they are both standing in one of the large rectangular 
indentations.

EXT. FELIXSTOWE DOCKS - DAWN111

A cargo container 40 foot by 8 foot - swings overhead from a 
crane.

OMITTED112

OMITTED113

EXT. TANKER DOCK - MORNING114

A Golf GTI passes along the huge wall of rusting grey steel 
that is the hull of the TANKER that was adrift in the 
Channel.

EXT. TANKER GANGPLANK - MORNING115

A steel walkway bridges from the dock side to a small 
bulkhead door open in the hull of the tanker. At the dock end 
of this bridge is a DOCK SECURITY OFFICER.

Shreeves and Brown approach. Shreeves flashes her MOD ID card 
at the Security Officer. He blocks their way.

DOCK SECURITY OFFICER
I need your full set of papers.

SHREEVES
MOD.

DOCK SECURITY OFFICER
No one gets off dock side without 
full paperwork.

SHREEVES (CONT'D)
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EXT. TANKER DOCK - MOMENTS LATER116

Shreeves and Brown head back to the car.

BROWN
Not as easy as you thought, eh?

SHREEVES
Time for plan B.

BROWN
We’ve got a plan A?

EXT. DECK OF TANKER - DAY117

A crane lowers a shipping container to the deck. Dockers lock 
it down and move on to the next one.

There’s movement on the roof of the container - it’s Shreeves 
and Brown. They climb down to the deck.

EXT. AFT-DECK OF TANKER - DAY118

Shreeves and Brown carefully make their way along the deck of 
the tanker, ducking into alcoves for cover as necessary. 

BROWN
You really think you’re going to 
find anyone on here?

SHREEVES
If not it’s a lot of security for a 
boat of empty boxes. 

INT. CORRIDOR - DAY119

Shreeves and Brown dash along a narrow steel corridor lit by 
bulkhead lights.

Behind them - unnoticed - Security Officer Copeland reaches 
for his walkie-talkie.

INT. CARGO BAY 4 - DAY120

Shreeves and Brown step through an open door into the same 
bay that caused panic for the Chief Coastguard when the 
tanker was adrift. It is now completely empty.

SHREEVES
Empty. Next one...
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BROWN
The whole ship’s empty. We’re in 
the wrong place.

SHREEVES
Giving up?

BROWN
This is a waste of time.

SHREEVES
This is what I do every day. Until 
we’ve searched the entire ship we 
assume Maria Montez is on it.

BROWN
Maria Montez? Really?

SHREEVES
What?

BROWN
Maria Montez. You never said her 
name before.

SHREEVES
So?

BROWN
Maria Montez was supposedly the 
person I was doing the transfer to.

SHREEVES
It’s the same woman?

Brown starts to laugh.

BROWN
Maria Montez doesn’t exist. 
Address, phone numbers, a degree 
from Oxford, she had the lot. My 
solicitors could never find her. 
She was a decoy. We were looking 
for her instead of whoever really 
set me up.

She holds up her phone with the photo of Montez on it.

SHREEVES
Then who do you think that is?

BROWN
I have no idea. Do you know?

SHREEVES
Montez is highly regarded member of 
the Argentine finance sector.
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BROWN
Says who?   Bogus websites?   
Facebook?   A phone chat with an 
Argentine woman?   You said these 
people cover things up. This is the 
cover up. They‘ve played you. 

SHREEVES
If Montez doesn’t exist who was the 
woman who got on the plane in 
Buenos Aires?

BROWN
If you weren’t chasing Montez what 
would you be doing instead?   
Think!

SHREEVES
This is ridiculous - we search this 
ship...

BROWN
It’s Tuesday!   You you had 
problems getting me out of prison 
yesterday - because it was a bank 
holiday. All the banks were shut.

Brown looks at his watch.

BROWN (CONT’D)
We’ve got twenty-two minutes. 

SHREEVES
To what?

BROWN
To trading starting on the Stock 
Exchange and your £312 million 
being laundered out of the country.
When did Montez agree to fly to 
London?

SHREEVES
Saturday morning.

BROWN
After they realised they’d screwed 
up - who ever arranged the short 
sell was foreign. They didn’t know 
about the British bank holiday. 
They’d accidentally given you an 
extra twenty-four hours to track 
the money. So they set you up with 
a decoy.

Shreeves grabs her smartphone.
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SHREEVES
I can stop the transfer-- No 
signal!

The bulkhead door slams shut and the locking wheel spins from 
the outside.

Shreeves and Brown race to the door but the wheel won’t 
budge.

INT. TANKER CORRIDOR - MORNING121

The locking wheel on the door to Bay 4 is wedged shut with a 
crowbar.

INT. CARGO BAY 4 - MORNING122

Shreeves walks around the bay trying to get a signal on her 
phone. Brown looks around for anything that might get them 
out of the place, all he finds is the odd bit of piping and 
rusting angle iron. He tries these as leverage in the wheel, 
but they just bend.

BROWN
There’s nothing.

SHREEVES
No signal anywhere.

Suddenly Shreeves drops her phone into her bag and pulls out 
a Swiss Army Card (the size of a credit card but with various 
tiny tools concealed within). She runs over to Brown and 
throws him to the floor.

BROWN
What the hell?

Shreeves rolls up Brown’s trouser leg to reveal the two 
tagging devices.

SHREEVES
The explosives in the tag. I can 
use them to blow the lock.

She carefully picks at the tag with a tool from the Swiss 
Card.

BROWN
You’re going to blow my bloody foot 
off!

SHREEVES
This is delicate.

BROWN
No shit!
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The tag bleeps!

BROWN (CONT’D)
Oh God!   No.

The tag falls safely from Brown’s Ankle to Shreeves’ hand.

SHREEVES
Cry baby.

She races to the locked door and wedges the tag against the 
jammed locking wheel. Brown sits up, rubbing his ankle.

She waves her smartphone in the air.

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
Just a signal. Anything will do...

SHREEVES (CONT’D)
C’mon...

BROWN
Shift.

Brown pushes past her with a length of piping in his hand and 
wallops the tag! --BOOM!   --Brown is blown off his feet.

The dust clears...

BROWN (CONT’D)
Was that supposed to take off my 
foot or my head?

Shreeves is already through the open doorway.

SHREEVES
Thirteen minutes. 

INT. TANKER CORRIDOR - DAY123

Red lights flash everywhere. Chief Marsh and Copeland race 
along the corridor after Shreeves and Brown who duck into...

INT. CORRIDOR 2 - DAY124

Shreeves and Brown race ahead. Behind them the two security 
operatives give chase.

Shreeves is tapping a message on her smartphone.

BROWN
No time for that.

SHREEVES
I need to stop the transfer. I need 
to get on shore for a signal.
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BROWN
Or swap provider.

They reach an outer doorway...

EXT. DECK OF TANKER - CONTINUOUS125

Shreeves and Brown burst out onto the deck. And stop in their 
tracks--

The tanker has left port and is heading out into the Channel.

SHREEVES
Up!

BROWN
What?

Shreeves runs towards a steel staircase.

SHREEVES
I need to get high up.

Brown - with no choice - follows her.

Behind them Copeland leaps out on to the deck.

EXT. GANGWAY - DAY126

Shreeves runs along the steel gangway -- suddenly her path is 
blocked by an Marsh. She freezes. Brown flies past her and 
elbows him in the face.

BROWN
Keep going!

Shreeves looks at her phone - still no signal.

BROWN (CONT’D)
Go!

Shreeves runs ahead. 

Behind them the gangway clanks to the sound of Marsh and 
Copeland.

EXT. HIGH DECK - DAY127

It’s the highest deck on the tanker. The end of the line.

Felixstowe docks vanish in the distance.

Shreeves rushes across the deck - frantically waving her 
phone.
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SHREEVES
No good!

Copeland runs towards her.

Marsh grabs Brown and drags him towards railings. 

CHIEF MARSH
Put the phone down, Miss Shreeves.

Shreeves ignores him, she’s being backed more and more into a 
corner.

Marsh opens a safety rail and leans a struggling Brown over 
the side of the tanker.

On Shreeve’s phone: one bar of signal: 

--CONNECTING

COPELAND
Hand it over.

CHIEF MARSH
Or he goes over the side.

BROWN
Let go!

SHREEVES
Like I give a shit.

Copeland boxes her into a corner.

--CONNECTING

SECURITY
It’s over, honey. Nowhere to go.

--CONNECTED!

Copeland makes a grab for the phone. Shreeves turns to shield 
it, heaving Copeland back with her shoulder.

--SENDING MESSAGE

Copeland grabs Shreeves in a bear hug from behind. Shreeves 
struggles but can’t get free.

--SENDING MESSAGE

BROWN
Let her go!

Shreeves swings her feet up against the handrail and pushes 
back sending both her and Copeland to the floor. She drops 
the phone as they land.
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--PING!   --MESSAGE SENT

CHIEF MARSH
Get the phone!

Copeland moves for the phone but Shreeves scrambles to her 
knees and beats him to it. She rolls out of their way and 
throws the phone over the side of the tanker into the English 
Channel.

She turns to face everybody, voluntarily placing her hands 
behind her head.

She nods to Brown. We did it. Marsh lets go of Brown as he 
plummets over the side of the ship.

CHIEF MARSH (CONT’D)
Take her to a container. 

INT. THE GHERKIN. WORLDCRED HQ. TRADING FLOOR - DAY128

Jack Deanlin waits in a plush chair outside Moynes office, 
the shattered door replaced by plywood.

MRS BEVAN
Are you sure I can’t get you a 
coffee, minister?

DEANLIN
I’m fine. Do you know how long he’s 
going to be?

MRS BEVAN
This meeting is scheduled to end in 
five minutes, minister.

The plywood door swings open and Moynes (his nose bandaged) 
shows out... David Cromwell.

Deanlin stares at the CEO. Moynes gives him a worried glance 
back.

CROMWELL
A productive meeting. I think we’ve 
both learned some things.

Cromwell offers his hand, reluctantly the Moynes shakes it.

CROMWELL (CONT’D)
I was just explaining, minister, 
how tricky it is to keep track of 
large scale transactions. 

MOYNES
I shall take your advice on board, 
Mister Cromwell.
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CROMWELL
It seems, minister, that someone 
had created a completely fictitious 
Argentine banker. Incredible 
wouldn’t you say?

Deanlin suddenly looks uncomfortable.

CROMWELL (CONT’D)
It appears that someone hacked her 
bogus account and used it for their 
own purposes. A pity we didn’t find 
out sooner.

DEANLIN
What do you mean hacked?

The Moynes shakes his head - not the question to ask.

CROMWELL
An illegal transfer to North Korea 
was hacked at the start of trading. 
The hacker diverted the money to 
charity. Lucky there was a bank 
holiday really or who knows where 
that money would be now.

Moynes and Deanlin stare with venom at Cromwell. 

CROMWELL (CONT’D)
I’m sure there’s a way for you to 
recoup any small loss. Let me know 
if I can be of any assistance.

Cromwell slips his smart phone into his jacket pocket.

CROMWELL (CONT’D)
Amazing the tip offs that suddenly 
ping up on your phone. Good day, 
gentlemen.

Cromwell exits, leaving Moynes and Deanlin staring blankly.

EXT. OPEN SEA - DUSK129

The tanker cuts across the dark ocean.

INT. TANKER. CARGO CONTAINER130

A single bulkhead light illuminates the inside of a cargo 
container. Inside is a filthy mattress, a caged CCTV camera, 
a bucket and Iona Shreeves. She is sat against the wall - 
staring, thinking.

A flap in the bottom of one of the doors opens - a plate of 
mash and peas slides in. The flap shuts.
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INT. TANKER. OUTSIDE CELLS131

It’s container on top of container. Voices wail out from some 
of them. 

Chief Marsh locks the small flap at the bottom of a container 
door sprayed with a large ‘3’. 

CHIEF MARSH
Do I assume she will be with us a 
while?

Half hidden in the shadows stands The Amputee.

AMPUTEE
Not that long.

The Amputee limps off, a trouser leg flapping around a 
footless, Pistorius-style carbon-fibre prosthetic leg.
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